Linear solvation energy relationship to predict the adsorption of aromatic contaminants on graphene oxide.
In this study, adsorption capability of aromatic contaminants on graphene oxide (GO) was predicted using linear solvation energy relationship (LSER) model for the first time. Adsorption data of 44 aromatic compounds collected from literature and our experimental results were used to establish LSER models with multiple linear regression. High value of R2 (0.919), strong robustness (QLoo2 = 0.862), and desirable predictability (Qext2 = 0.834) demonstrated the model worked well for predicting the adsorption of small aromatic contaminants (descriptor V＜3.099) on GO. The adsorption process was governed by the ability of cavity formation and dispersion forces captured by vV and hydrogen-bond interactions captured by bB. Effect of equilibrium concentrations and properties of GO on the model were explored; and the results indicated that upon an increase of equilibrium concentration, the values of regression coefficients (a, b, v, e, and s) changed at different levels. The oxygen content normalization of logK0.001 decreased the value of b dramatically; however, no obvious changes of the model deduced by the surface area normalization of logK0.001 were witnessed. Overall, our study showed that LSER model provided a potential approach for exploring the adsorption of organic compounds on GO.